"iPlus Clinical Procedures: Hard Tissue & Soft Tissue (Laser Analgesia)"
By Dr. William Chen

The is a MUST HAVE! The wait is OVER! The long awaited DVD that includes 20 Hard and Soft Tissue cases demonstrating the use of the iPlus laser without the need of injected anesthesia. Dr. Chen applies the philosophy exemplified in his book.

Chen Laser Institute
4168 Nameoki Road
Granite City, IL 62040
(618) 931-2025
Fax (618) 931-8888
www.chenlaserinstitute.com
chenlaser@gmail.com

Step-by-Step instruction and demonstration is given in this DVD. 20 Bread and butter Waterlase procedures. This should help to boost your confidence immensely in "No Shot, No Pain" laser dentistry.

Price $ 250.00
Shipping & Handling* $ 20.00
(For US and Canada)
Total $ 270.00
*For oversea delivery, additional fee will be applied
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